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1ABOUT US

Since 2001 Motobility, formally known as Bluesky 
Healthcare has been a leading provider of quality and 
stylish mobility solutions, dedicated to helping Australian’s 
enjoy a better quality of life. 

Our extensive range of custom-made mobility products 
are specifically designed and manufactured to help you 
overcome mobility challenges and maintain a healthy and 
balanced way of life. 

ABOUT US



2 OUR CUSTOM MADE BEDS

OUR WA CUSTOM MADE ADJUSTABLE BEDS

We have an extensive range of adjustable beds available and have the look and feel of a sophisticated 
ensemble but with all the benefits and ease of a hospital bed. We custom make all beds on-site here in 
Perth, at our Osborne Park premises, using high-grade carbon steel frames, made with higher density 
steel than many others on the market for superior strength and longevity.

The motors are manufactured in Germany to hospital standards. This means they are sealed against 
dust and water, and for your safety, protected by a thermal overload switch. Based on your personal 
needs, we can fit different motor options, including back-lift, leg-lift and massage. Motobility can cater 
for all regular bed sizes as well as custom sizes.
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BENEFITS OF AN ADJUSTABLE BED

FOR BACK PAIN
When you sleep on adjustable beds, you will be able to do so in a position that more closely matches 
the contours of your body and this in turn will mean that you are able to keep your back flatter against 
the ground. This can help to prevent conditions such as sciatica. By supporting the base of the spine 
it is possible to keep the spine aligned and help to prevent trapped nerves and release those that are 
currently lodged.
 
At the same time, by having some incline you can reduce the pressure on your back that causes it to 
compress during the night. This is useful for preventing yourself from waking up and causing injury 
to yourself while the spine is more vulnerable. You’ll also be able to support your head well using 
adjustable beds, and this will mean you don’t need to pile up too many pillows which can cause neck 
ache and headache.
 

FOR APNEA AND SNORING
If you snore then using an adjustable bed, it is possible to use the incline to help improve your health. 
This is because one of the major causes of snoring is that your windpipe closes over due to the weight 
of your neck and this then results in the air making a snoring noise as it passes through. By propping 
yourself upright slightly with adjustable beds, it is possible to alter the direction of the gravity so that it 
does not obstruct your windpipe. From there, you can then reduce the sound of snoring and improve 
the quality of your sleep. This is particularly important for those who snore due to sleep apnea. 
 

FOR DIGESTION
Being slightly upright is also highly beneficial for your digestion as it helps your body to process food 
during the night. It is not advisable to go to sleep on too full a stomach at any point, but if you have 
eaten within the last few hours then addressing your position can be helpful and by using adjustable 
beds you can position yourself at the recommended 6 inches and this will help to encourage healthy 
digestion.
 

FOR SWELLING
If ever you sprain or pull a limb, break it, or otherwise hurt yourself, then you will be told to elevate it in 
order to prevent the pain. Often you will use a pillow or cushion to attempt this. However, you are likely 
to find in doing so that you move off during the night. On the other hand, by using adjustable beds, you 
can give yourself a better elevation and thereby help reduce swelling. 

Those who have jobs working on their feet can significantly benefit from this if they often come home 
and find their lower legs and feet swollen. By elevating their legs slightly, it’s possible to not only feel 
much better but also to help combat problems.
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HOW TO CHOOSE AN ADJUSTABLE BED

FUNCTIONS
The first step in choosing an adjustable bed is to identify what 
functions you will need. This allows you to get the most out of 
your adjustable bed and ensure a good nights sleep.

• The head lift function helps people to breathe easily when 
their head/back is elevated at an angle.

• Dual lift adjustable beds are very sought after when people are 
looking for a good nights sleep and help alleviate the bodies 
aches and pains.  With the dual lifts working together, the goal 
is to achieve the ‘zero-gravity’ position where your body feels 
most comfortable.  It helps to redistribute the weight of your 
body evenly rather than focusing all on one pressure point.  If 
you have swollen feet, it is ideal for elevating your feet slightly 
higher than your body which helps prevent swelling.

• The Hi-Lo function is beneficial for those that struggle to get in 
and out of bed.  This is also beneficial for carers and nurses as 
it reduces the amount of bending over and strain on their back. 

MATTRESSES
Selecting a mattress can be a very personal selection depending 
on your specific needs. Some people may require a high-pressure 
care mattress due to existing medical conditions. Your medical 
practitioner or occupational therapist should always advise you 
before purchasing a mattress.  

1

2
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BED SURROUNDS
Headboards and surrounds enable you to customise the look 
and style of your bed. In the NDIS dictionary, the headboard and 
surrounds are deemed as non-essential items. Therefore, it is 
classified as an optional extra. Our custom made surrounds allow 
you to choose the colour, type of fabric and style.

SIZE
Choosing the right size is not too difficult as most people 
already know what they want or are simply replacing what they 
currently have at home. However, if you have a special need 
or a medical condition which might require a particular sized 
bed to suit. This should always be advised by your medical 
practitioner or occupational therapist to ensure choosing the 
correct sized bed for you.

ACCESSORIES & MANCHESTER
Bed Accessories can make a world of difference on how you 
use your bed on a day to day basis. While you may not need any 
accessories, it’s good to keep the selection in mind in case your 
needs change. Sometimes we don’t realise how much a small aid 
can help assist us with our daily living. Motobility’s specially trained 
team work together with the Health industry and Occupational 
Therapists to listen to your needs and advise you on which 
accessory product will work best for you.

4
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6 HEAD LIFT FUNCTION

HEAD LIFT FUNCTION

REGULAR

AVAILABLE IN ALL 
MATTRESS SIZES

HEAD LIFT

FEATURES
• Will raise the head of the bed up to 60 degrees.
• Can be used in conjunction with the Hi-Lo function, making it a Headlift Hi-Lo.
• Lifting the head of the bed allows for easier entering/exiting of the bed.
• Perfect for reading, watching TV and sitting up to eat.
• Massage function available

565mm
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DUAL LIFT FUNCTION SPLIT SYSTEM 
- Perfect for couples
- Available in Split-Queen and Split-King sizes
- Allows each individual to choose separate 
functions and mattresses
- Companion beds are available, which have no 
functions, but can have functions 
retro-fitted at any given time in the future.
- Great option if one individual has higher care 
needs than the partner
- Companion beds are a great way to reduce costs

REGULAR

AVAILABLE IN ALL 
MATTRESS SIZES

HEAD LIFT LEG LIFT ZERO GRAVITY

FEATURES
• Allows you to independently control the backrest of the bed and feet of the bed.
• Head-lift will raise the Head of the Bed up to 60 degrees.
• Leg-lift includes a knee break, lifting the legs from the knees for additional comfort 

and allow a raise of up to 270mm.
• Can be used with the Hi-Lo function, making this bed a Hi-Lo Dual Lift.
• Allows you to reach a maximum level of comfort in your bed.
• Massage function available

565mm
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HI-LO FUNCTION

REGULAR HI-LO

FEATURES
• Will lift the bed horizontally by up to 340mm.
• Can be used in conjunction with the Dual lift function and head-lift function.
• This function is required by some in-home care services due to Occupational Health 

and Safety of their staff.
• The horizontal lift function can be used as assistance in entering and exiting your 

bed. Suitability depends on the type of mattress and the abilities of the user.
• Massage function available

AVAILABLE IN ALL 
MATTRESS SIZES

565mm



9SPLIT SYSTEM ADJUSTABLE BED

+ += =

SPLIT SYSTEM ADJUSTABLE BED

REGULAR HEAD LIFT LEG LIFT ZERO GRAVITY

FEATURES
• Perfect for couples.
• Available in Split-Queen and Split-King sizes.
• Allows each individual to choose a separate mattress and functions.
• Companion beds are available, which have no functions but can have functions 

retro-fitted at any given time in the future.
• Great option if one individual has higher care needs than the partner.
• Companion Beds are a great way to reduce costs.
• Massage function available

2 x Long Small Singles = Split Queen 2 x Long Singles = Split King
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PRESSURE CARE AND BED SORES

WHAT ARE PRESSURE SORES?
These annoyingly uncomfortable sores (also knows as pressure ulcers) are injuries resulting from 

prolonged pressure and result in injuries to the skin and underlying tissue. Our skin is much more 

delicate than we know, placing too much pressure in any given place for an extended period of time 

can cause damage. Most pressure sores tend to show up in bonier areas of the body such as the 

hips, buttocks, tailbone, ankles and heels. As a result, the skin can become thin, flaky, puffy, clammy, 

discoloured or even broken. Unfortunately, these sores can develop quickly, and they can be tough 

to get rid of. For this reason, one of the best things to do is actually to prevent them from happening 

in the first place.

1. PRESSURE
Constant pressure on any part of your body can lessen the blood flow to tissues. Blood flow is essential 
to delivering oxygen and other nutrients to tissues. Without these essential nutrients, skin and nearby 
tissues are damaged and might eventually die.

2. FRICTION
Friction occurs when the skin rubs against clothing or bedding. It can make fragile skin more vulnerable 
to injury, especially if the skin is also moist.

3. SHEAR
Shear occurs when two surfaces move in the opposite direction. For example, when a bed is elevated 
at the head, you can slide down in bed. As the Tail-bone moves down, the skin over the bone might 
stay in place — essentially pulling in the opposite direction.

PRESSURE MANAGEMENT
An essential part of bedsore prevention involves using the right mattress. Pressure mattresses are 

designed to spread the weight of your body over a larger surface area, offering a more comfortable 

night’s sleep and a reduced risk for sores to develop. Pressure-relieving foam mattresses provide 

what’s called a “reactive surface” and generally contain multiple layers of special foam that “react” 

or “respond” to a person’s body, heat, shape and movement. Pressure can also be relieved using 

pockets of air created in the layers of the foam.

Ideal for users that have a high 
risk of getting pressure sores

If users are not prone to pressure 
sores, low risk ratings are suitable
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MATTRESS COMPARISON GUIDE

Perfect 
Support

Luxury
Support

Response
Contour Flexiblock Quantam

Comfort
Natures
Contour

Bonnell
Spring

Bonnell Spring
with Pillowtop

Memory
Foam

Pocket Spring/
Gel Infused Latex

Gel Infused
Memory Foam

Gel Infused
Latex

Wool
Blend

Wool
Blend

Wool
Blend

Wool
Blend

Wool
Blend

200mm 200mm 200mm 200mm 200mm 200mm

Soft

Low Risk Low Risk Low to 
Medium Risk

Very High Risk High Risk Medium Risk

Medium Strong Strong Medium Medium

Main
Material

Feel

Quilting

Height

Edge
Support

Recommended
Sleeping
Positions

Pressure
Rating

Back Sleeper

Back Sleeper

Min. Partner 
Disturb

Active Sleeper

Back Sleeper

Active Sleeper

Active Sleeper

Medium Medium Plush Med/Firm Firm or Medium Plush Plush

Tummy Sleeper

Back Sleeper

Min. Partner 
Disturb

Min. Partner 
Disturb

Min. Partner 
Disturb

Tummy Sleeper Side Sleeper

Side Sleeper
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PERFECT SUPPORT MATTRESS

PERFECT SUPPORT
Our Perfect Support is a Bonnell Orthoflex Innerspring 
mattress, with Ortho 3-zone support to assist with 
correct spinal alignment.
  
It offers a nice bounce and cloud like comfort feel, yet 
offers a lot of support all with a medium plush feel.

MATTRESS INTERNALS

Wool Blend Comfort Firm Quilting

Foam Layer

Everlast Insulation Pad

Bonnell 3-Zone Orthoflex Springs

Everlast Insulation Pad

1

1

2

3

4

5

2
3

5

4
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LUXURY SUPPORT MATTRESS

MATTRESS INTERNALS

Wool Blend Comfort Firm Quilting

Body Contouring Comfort Plush

Body Contouring Enhanced Comfort

Edge Care Comfort Plus

Slimline Bonnell Orthoflex Springs

Foam Layer

LUXURY SUPPORT
Our Luxury Support builds on the Perfect Support.
Utilizing a Bonnell Orthoflex Luxury Support Innerspring 
system, we’ve added a comfort pillow-top as well as a 
Edge Care Comfort Plus foam box system, creating a 
luxurious comfort feel and maximizing the sleep surface 
and decreasing the risk of rolling out of beds. Slightly 
less bouncy, yet very supportive.

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

2
3

6

4

5



14 RESPONSE CONTOUR

RESPONSE CONTOUR MATTRESS

RESPONSE CONTOUR
This mattress is a hybrid of two of the most popular 
mattresses a spring system and latex. The pocket spring 
system has been engineered to intuitively respond to 
your bodyweight an shape,  for individual support and 
minimal partner disturbance. The Natural Gel-infused 
Latex provides the comfort and health benefits of a Latex 
mattress. 

MATTRESS INTERNALS

Wool Blend Comfort Firm Quilting

Latex Gel Infused

Comfort Support Plus

Edge Care Comfort Plus

Contour Response Pocket Spring

Comfort Support Plus

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

2
3

6

4

5
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QUANTUM COMFORT MATTRESS

QUANTUM COMFORT
Similar to our Flexiblock mattress, yet combined with our  
gel-infused memory foam and available with a regular 
quilting. The Quantum Comfort gives the utmost in 
satisfaction, both for your health and comfort. You don’t 
lie on this mattress... It holds you.  Also infused with 
Fusion Gel, the Quantum Comfort will assist with helping 
to regulate body temperature.

MATTRESS INTERNALS

Wool Blend Comfort Firm Quilting

Fusion Gel

Body Contouring Enhanced Comfort

Edge Care Comfort Plus

Quantum Comfort Layer

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5
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NATURES CONTOUR MATTRESS

NATURES CONTOUR
The Natures Contour Mattress is the Ultimate adjustable 
bed mattress. It conforms and supports the body 
ergonomically without resisting body weight instead 
welcomes it and makes you feel like you are lying on 
the mattress, rather than in it. Our natural latex has been 
infused with gel particles to increase it’s temperature 
regulation properties.

MATTRESS INTERNALS

Wool Blend Comfort Firm Quilting

Body Contouring Enhanced Comfort

Latex Gel Infused

Foam Layer

1

1

2

3

4

2

3

4
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FLEXIBLOCK MATTRESS

FLEXIBLOCK
The Flexiblock mattress is an entry level pressure 
relieving mattress. It comes with a waterproof cover, 
which offers a breathable surface that also assists in 
minimizing shearing. It is built out of 4 different types of 
foam and has a 50mm memory foam topper.

The waterproof cover is made with a toxic-free, safe and 
environmentally friendly material called polyurethane. 
The polyurethane material is also 100% latex-free, which 
is ideal for those with latex allergies. The waterproof 
membrane protects against body fluids that can cause a 
damp mattress, mould and fungi, which can all contribute 
to a toxic sleeping environment. 

MATTRESS INTERNALS

Waterproof Membrane

Pressure Relieving Foam

Plush Comfort Foam

Edge Care Comfort Plus

Weight Absorbing Foam

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5
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BED SIZES AND MEASUREMENTS

x2 = Split Queen x2 = Split King

All mattresses have a 200kg max weight capacity
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BED SIZES AND MEASUREMENTS

All mattresses have a 200kg max weight capacity



20 BED SURROUNDS

Whilst all our Beds are freestanding and have four lockable heavy duty casters for easy movement, you 
may want to choose a bed surround to match your current interior. We offer a range of upholstered bed 
surrounds, including WA custom-made designs, which will give you a lot of creative freedom to achieve 
your desired look. We also offer bed-mounted custom-made head and foot-boards.

BED SURROUNDS
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BED SURROUNDS

MOUNTED HEADBOARD AND 
FOOTBOARD
The Headboard and foot-board attach directly to 
the bed. This allows you to easily move the bed to 
a different location or room. If you have the Hi-Lo 
function fitted the headboard and foot-board will 
move up and down with the bed.

NO SURROUND (THE NAKED 
BED)
This is the standard finish of the bed. It shows the 
black metal frame, the grey upholstered bed base, 
which adjusts the mattress and the mattress that 
attaches via a horizontal velcro strip. This style 
can easily be dressed up, by using an oversized 
dooner or quilt.

BED SURROUNDS AND 
HEADBOARDS
We offer a range of different upholstered bed
surrounds, including budget friendly stocked 
items and WA-made custom options. All our bed 
surrounds are free-standing and aren’t attached to 
the bed. They can easily be dismantled thanks to 
the clever click in place design. Choose from box 
style surrounds and open sides for more under 
bed access.

IMPORTED SURROUNDS
Our imported surrounds come in beige or 
dark grey.



22 PILLOWS AND MANCHESTER

PILLOWS AND MANCHESTER

Many people are not aware of what a significant role selecting the right pillow plays. The correct pillow 
should provide support to your neck and head and shouldn’t “deflate” or get lumpy. Having the wrong 
pillow can cause tension headaches, neck pain breathing issues, such a snoring, acid reflux and even 
allergy related issues due to dust mites. 

We provide a large range of solutions to provide a moisture barrier and protect the mattress from 
excessive moisture as well as incontinence. Our Staydry range offer great solutions for everyday use 
that can easily be laundered and offer a natural, breathable feel.

Terry Towelling 
Mattress Protector

Zip-on Waterproof Mem-
brane (Dartex Cover)

Baronne Quilted Mattress 
Protector Fitted Style

King Koil Pocket Spring 
Pillow – High Profile

Sensi Polar Active Touch Gel 
Infused Memory Foam Pillow

Sensi Gel Infused Memory 
Foam Pillow

Sensicloud Rebound Smart 
Foam Pillow

Sensi Select Bamboo Charcoal 
Infused Memory Foam Pillow

King Koil Pocket Spring 
Pillow – Low Profile
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BED ACCESSORIES

Bed Accessories can make a world of difference on how you use your bed on a day to day basis. While 
you may not need any accessories, it’s good to keep the selection in mind, in case your needs change. 
Sometimes we don’t realise how much a small aid can help assist us with our daily living. Motobility’s 
specially trained team work together with the Health industry and Occupational Therapists to listen to 
your needs and advise you on which accessory product will work best for you.

Bed Rail Hoop Design

Collapsible Side Rail

Mattress Holding Bar

Under Mattress Bed Pole

Over Bed Table

Battery Backup

Under Mattress Bed Rail

Bed Cradle

Angled Heavy Duty Bed Rail
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SERVICE AND WARRANTY

GOVERNMENT GRANTS

WHAT ARE GOVERNMENT GRANTS?
Over the past few years, there has been a big push by the government to promote “ageing in place”, 
which means trying to keep people in their own homes or in retirement communities, rather than 
moving to a nursing home. In order to achieve this, the government is offering support, including 
services and equipment grants. Depending on your circumstances, you may be eligible.

WHAT HELP CAN I RECEIVE?
With the introduction of the NDIS (National Disability Insurance Scheme), the sector has undergone 
the most significant reform since Medicare. While there have been mixed reviews, the NDIS promises 
a more longterm approach of assistance and education. It is important to note that you have to be 65 
years or younger to be considered for the NDIS. If you are over 65 years of age, you may be eligible for 
one of the below. 
  
Home Care Packages (HCP) through My Aged Care are a way that older Australian’s can access 
affordable services to get assistance around the home. These are designed to cater for more complex 
needs and can include allowances for Assistive Technology (AT) at higher levels. 
 
Equipment For Living Grant (EFL) through the Independent Living Centre ILC) funded by the Department 
of Communities (formerly DSC) aims to assist people in obtaining vital equipment not currently available 
through other funding channels. These need to be essential items that will support the user in everyday 
tasks around their homes and the community.

Motobility offers a comprehensive 5 year warranty on all new adjustable beds. This includes the motor, 
frame and mattress. In order to uphold the warranty a annual service of the bed is required. This service 
is carried out by one of our friendly and well trained technicians. 

5
YEAR

WARRANTY

IN-HOME
SERVICING



LIFT AND RECLINE CHAIRS
Motobility’s individually handcrafted Lift & Recline Chairs are made 
according to your seat size, leg length and the shape of your back 
with an ergonomic design featuring a full leg chaise to give you the 
utmost comfort while in a seated or reclined position, and a reliable 
motor assisting you as you rise from it. 

25

Motobility offer an extensive range of travel scooters, portable 
scooters and electric wheelchairs from the mobility industry’s most 
reputable brands including Solax, Luggie, Supa Scoota, E-Traveller 
and more. Choose from lightweight automatic folding travel scooters, 
electric wheelchairs, manual-folding scooters, large scooters and 
portable pull apart scooters.

OTHER EQUIPMENT

OTHER EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM MOTOBILITY

STAIRLIFTS
A staircase should not stop anyone from continuing to live in their 
own home. Motobility is the local distributor of world-renowned 
Stannah Stairlifts in Australia; the safe, reliable and painless 
alternative to climbing the stairs. Stannah applies a simple design 
that provides easy operation from the seat mounted joystick or 
remote control. All stair lifts are fully installed and maintained by our 
trained technicians.  

PLATFORM LIFTS
Stairs should not stop anyone from entering a public building, a place 
of employment or stop them from continuing to live in their own 
home. Motobility is the exclusive Australian distributor of wheelchair 
platform lift market leader Lehner Lifttechnik. An Austrian company, 
Lehner manufactures two types of wheelchair platform lifts which 
both offer a safe and reliable solution to climbing stairs. The simple 
design allows easy operation from the handset or the remote control.  

SCOOTERS & ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIRS



311 Selby Street, Osborne Park WA 6017

(08) 9242 7333

ABN: 45 201 813 109

2/17 Gordon Road, Mandurah WA 6210

(08) 9479 3232

ABN: 72 923 360 815

www.motobility.com.au

info@motobility.com.au


